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Appendix B
Modeling the Impact of 
the Real Exchange Rate

This appendix presents the theoretical framework used to determine the
impact of the real exchange rate on the current account. First, we intro-
duce a model for trade and services flows. Then, we look at the current
account as a whole. Finally, we discuss trend output and world trade. We
need trend values of these variables to obtain figures for the trend current
account. The FEER is the real exchange rate that moves the trend current
account to its medium-term level.

A Theoretical Model of Trade and 
Service Flows

The model presented for trade and services is broadly similar to that pre-
sented in Barrell and Wren-Lewis (1989).

Trade Volumes

In each case, we model trade volumes as a relative price and a demand
term, together with a constant and a time trend. Within the model used to
calculate the FEER, the income and price elasticities for each of the trade-
volume equations are imposed (see chapter 4 and appendix C for details
of the elasticities used in this study). We then obtain estimates of the con-
stants and time trends from a regression on the logarithm of the residual.
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If movements in trade volumes are captured largely by movements in
prices and income, then the estimated time trend should be relatively
small (see chapter 5).

Exports

All goods:1

(B.1)

Services:

(B.2)

Imports

All goods:2

(B.3)

Services:

(B.4)

where RX is export competitiveness, given by (WPXG*r)/PXG; r is the
nominal exchange rate (local/US dollars); WPXG is world export prices
(dollars); RS is the real exchange rate for services, given by PCW/
(PC*EFEX);3 PCW is world consumer prices; PC is consumer prices
(domestic currency); EFEX is the nominal effective exchange rate; S is
world trade volume; YW is the world (OECD) real GDP; R is the real
exchange rate, given by (WPXG*r)/PD; PD is domestic prices (domestic
currency); Y is domestic real GDP; and T is the time trend (1995:Q1 = 0).

Trade Prices

With the exception of goods exports, trade prices in the FEERs simula-
tions are constructed from their component price series. An explanation
for the choice of coefficients can be found in chapter 4 and appendix C. 
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1. Barrell and Wren-Lewis (1989) model UK oil exports separately.

2 . To model oil imports separately, equation B.3 would represent nonoil goods and we
would introduce an additional equation to model the volume of oil imports. This equation
would have the same form as equation B.3, but would use the real exchange rate for oil,
((WPO*r)/ PD), instead of R.

3. An alternative formulation of a real exchange rate for services could have been in terms
of GDP deflators. However, neither definition is likely to be perfect and consumer prices are
used in line with Barrell and Wren-Lewis (1989).
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Exports

All goods:

(B.5)

Manufactures:

(B.6)

Commodities:

(B.7)

Services:

(B.8)

Imports

All goods:

(B.9)

Manufactures:

(B.10)

Commodities:4

(B.11)

Services:

(B.12)

where WPO is the oil price (dollars); WPFD is world food prices (dollars);
WPBEV is world beverages prices (dollars); WPANF is world agricultural
nonfood prices (dollars); WPMM is world metals and minerals prices
(dollars); and all other variables are as previously defined.

Within these equations, the coefficients A1 and B1 give the share of 
all commodities within total goods imports and exports, respectively.
Similarly, the coefficients A 2 and B2 give the impact of world prices on
manufactured import and export prices, respectively. Therefore, if foreign
and domestic goods were perfect substitutes, then the coefficients A 2 and

PMS PCW r= * ,

PCOMM WPO WPFD WPBEV WPANF WPMMa a a a a= 1 2 3 4 5 .

PMG WPXG r PDA A= −( * ) .2 21

PMGA PCOMM r PMGA A= −( * ) .1 11

PXS PC= .

PCOMX WPO WPFD WPBEV WPANF WPMMb b b b b= 1 2 3 4 5 .

PXG WPXG r PDB B= −( * ) .2 21

PXGA PCOMX r PXGB B= −( * ) .1 11
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4. To model oil imports separately, the coefficient a1 would be set to zero and an additional
equation for oil prices in local currency would be added.
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B2 would both be unity. As goods clearly are not perfect substitutes—and
the law of one price does not hold—the coefficients used in practice will
be less than unity. Nevertheless, the values of A 2 and B2 will tend to
increase with the openness of the economy. The degree of exchange rate
pass-through will also affect the size of these variables.

Price Equations

In addition to the trade price equations modeled above, we also assume
that various price indices are related to each other in a simple way. This
relation takes the following form:

Domestic GDP deflator:

(B.13)

Domestic consumer prices:

(B.14)

Foreign consumer prices:

(B.15)

where PY is the domestic GDP deflator, and all other variables are as pre-
viously defined.

The Balance of Trade in Goods and Services

To make useful comparisons over time and between countries, the most
relevant figure for the balance of trade in goods and services (BGS) is as a
proportion of nominal GDP (or PY*Y). This, denoted by bgs, can be calcu-
lated as follows:5

(B.16)
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5. If oil imports are considered separately, then the balance of goods and services trade as
a proportion of nominal GDP would contain an additional term for oil imports. 
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By successive substitutions, this can be simplified to an expression con-
taining only three relative price measures. These are the main measure of
the real exchange rate, R, equal to ((WPXG*r)/PD), and two measures that
compare movements in commodity prices in dollars to world manufac-
turing prices in dollars, RCOMX for exports, equal to (PCOMX/WPXG),
and RCOMM for imports, equal to (PCOMM/WPXG).6

The balance of goods and services trade as a proportion of nominal
GDP can, therefore, be represented by:

(B.17)

The coefficients from the equation for the balance of goods and services
are as follows:

A Complete Model of The Current Account

Although trade and services flows are important, they do not give a full
picture of whether the economy is at external equilibrium. For that, a
model of the current account is needed, which involves interest, profit,
and dividend (IPD) flows and net transfers. 

We do not attempt to establish a behavioral model of net transfers (e.g.,
with transfers reacting to changes in GDP). Instead, net transfers are mod-
eled simply as a constant and a time trend:

(B.18)

A summary of the results of this estimation can be found in appendix C.7
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6. Any move to a trend current account, therefore, involves using the estimated trend val-
ues of the individual commodity prices to world manufacturing prices. The overall trends
in RCOMX and RCOMM for each country are, therefore, obtained using these values and
the individual country coefficients for equations B.7 and B.11, respectively.

7. The dependent variable in the estimated equation for the FEERs model also includes a
residual (caused by differing data definitions) consisting of the difference between the
actual current account and its individual components. The equation is cast in real terms.
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Unlike previous studies of FEERs that used a partial equilibrium frame-
work, this study attempts to model IPD flows. In much of the work on
FEERs (e.g., Barrell and Wren-Lewis 1989; Driver and Wren-Lewis 1996),
IPD flows have not been modeled at all, but have been set to their actual
levels as a percentage of GDP.8 Bayoumi et al. (1994) make no attempt 
to model IPD flows directly in their comparative static exercise. Such
approaches assume that IPD flows are in equilibrium (even if the rest of
the economy is not) and, as such, are not ideal. 

We treat IPD flows as a return on net assets. IPD credits can be thought
of as the return on investments abroad by domestic residents (or external
assets), while IPD debits are the return on domestic investments by for-
eign residents (or external liabilities). In domestic currency, therefore, IPD
debits can be represented as a domestic interest rate (expressed as a pro-
portion) times external liabilities, which will typically be in domestic cur-
rency. The domestic currency returns on external assets, however, are
more complicated, because external assets will normally be expressed in
foreign currency. Therefore, IPD flows in domestic currency will change
when domestic and foreign interest rates change, when external assets
and liabilities change, and (in the case of IPD credits at least) when the
exchange rate changes. 

Our approach seeks, as the first step, to model external assets and lia-
bilities, incorporating the impact of exchange rate changes on asset val-
ues. This provides two benefits for the FEER simulations. First, it provides
a framework for movements in the current account (e.g., from the trend to
the medium-term level) to be reflected in the net asset position. In addi-
tion, it allows for revaluation effects. The IPD flows that are used within
the FEER simulations are calculated from these revised external asset
positions. The interest rates used in these calculations are (at least ini-
tially) the implied interest rates from actual IPD flows and quarterly esti-
mates of external assets based on annual data.9 The process within the
FEERs simulations is, therefore, a simultaneous one, with IPD flows
affecting the current account, which, in turn, affects external assets and
liabilities and, therefore, IPD flows. 

The models of real external assets and real liabilities are given by equa-
tions B.19 and B.20, respectively:

(B.19)AR A R A R
CA

PY
k y T= + + − + +− − −1 1 1

1
1ρ α∆ ( )

( ) and
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8. This is, in fact, a simplification, because, in both Barrell and Wren-Lewis (1989) and
Driver and Wren-Lewis (1996), allowance is made for revaluation effects for IPD credits
caused by moves to the FEER from the actual real exchange rate. 

9. For the FEER projections to the year 2000, the implied interest rates are set to the average
for 1994.
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(B.20)

where A is real overseas assets (in overseas currency); CA is the current
account (in domestic currency); D are real external liabilities (in domestic
currency); a is the proportion of current account due to change in D; k is a
constant; y is the growth rate of k; and r is the proportion of the revalua-
tion effect, and all other variables are as previously defined.

The equations are cast in real terms, because we are interested in the
real flows. Subtracting equation B.20 from equation B.19 (assuming r is
one) gives the familiar condition that the current account is equal to the
change in net external assets. In most cases, r will be set to one, so that
the whole of any revaluation will be passed through to the value of over-
seas assets. This is because for most countries the majority of external
assets will not be held in domestic currency. However, this will not
always be the case. In particular, a significant proportion of the external
assets of the United States are likely to be held in US dollars. For this rea-
son, the value of r for the United States is set to 0.6, so that the full impact
of any change in the US dollar will not be passed through in revaluation
effects. 

Therefore, the balance of IPD flows as a proportion of GDP is:

(B.21)

where iipdc is the implied real interest rate for IPD credits, iipdd is the
implied real interest rate for IPD debits, and other variables are as previ-
ously defined.

Therefore, when calculating the FEER (where the real exchange rate is
adjusted until the trend current account equals sustainable capital flows),
the size of IPD credits in domestic currency is adjusted to reflect differ-
ences between the two measures of the real exchange rate. This allows a
devaluation to lead to an improvement in the current account (at least in
the short to medium term) through IPD credits.

The full model of the current account in domestic currency and as a
proportion of nominal GDP is:

(B.22)

where cbs is the current account balance (proportion of GDP), ntran is the
balance of net transfers (proportion of GDP) or NTRAN/Y, and all other
variables are as previously defined.

cbs
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Y PY
bgs bipd ntran= = + + ,
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Trend Output and the Move to the Trend
Current Account

The final step necessary to obtain values of the trend current account is a
model for the trend levels of the demand terms used in the individual
trade-volume equations. The central features of such estimates are the
measures of trend GDP obtained from the individual economies. These
take the form of:

(B.23)

where l0 is a measure of trend GDP for a given period (in the case of this
study, 1995), so that it equals actual GDP plus the output gap; l1 is a mea-
sure of potential output growth, and T is a time trend, defined above.
Once the output gap is determined, growth can either be imposed or esti-
mated, using a simple time trend (or split trends).

The individual estimates of l0 and l1 for the G7 economies can then be
used to obtain consistent estimates of world (or OECD) GDP growth and
world trade growth. (An alternative approach would be to simply esti-
mate these values using time trends.) Trend world GDP, therefore, is:

(B.24)

where L0 is the world trend output in a given period, given by actual
world GDP plus the weighted sum of the individual output gaps for the
economies being considered, in this case the G7. Trend world growth, L1,
is given by the weighted sum of the individual l1.

In this study, trend world-trade growth is set to the growth of the world
import market. Trend world trade is therefore given by:

(B.25)

The link between the individual estimates of trend GDP and world trade
growth takes the form:

(B.26)

where wi is the weight for the i th country, d2i is the income elasticity for
goods imports for that country, and l1i is trend GDP growth for the i th

economy.
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